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This document gives a brief overview on the technologies used in this project. 

Frameworks and Technologies 

The frontend is built using TypeScript as the language and React as the user interface               
toolkit. React has a clear and easy-to-debug structure and data flow, that scales for all future                
needs of the application. The built web page will be relatively simple so there is no need to                  
learn and use more structured front-end technologies. React also supports compilation           
errors which will radically speed up the development. TypeScript is a trending, statically             
typed superset of JavaScript, and it was chosen for the benefits static typing brings to the                
development process, e.g. compile time errors and superior auto-completion possibilities          
compared to JavaScript.  

Packages are handled with yarn and npm. Webpack is used with TypeScript compiler for              
building and bundling. For unit testing we use a combination of Karma, Mocha and Chai.               
Tests are run in a headless browser with PhantomJS. 

On the server side, EcmaScript 6, a modern, standardized version of JavaScript, was             
chosen as the language for rapid prototyping. For database, we use Redis, a robust and               
easy-to-use key-value storage. Node is used as the runtime, and Express as the HTTP              
server. Package management is similar to frontend. Tests are written with Mocha and Chai,              
but since the backend runs directly on Node, there is no need for headless browsers, or test                 
runners like Karma. 

Architecture 
The frontend part of Cloud Native Security Solution is a client-side focused single-page web              
application. Backend is only used to enable/disable change notifications, and to respond to             
the notifications without user interaction. This architecture has the advantage that the state             
of the application exists in a single JavaScript context, and there is no need to transfer                
commands or parts of the state back and forth between the user’s browser and an               
application server. Development is also easier, as the app can be served as a single, static                
web page, instead of needing an application server. The main drawback of this architecture              
is that user files to be analyzed must be downloaded to user’s browser to be processed, and                 
the client must receive API keys to F-Secure and cloud storage providers to access them.               



However, this also allows the backend to be simpler (and cheaper, in terms of server costs),                
as it does not need to care about frontend state nor analyze large amounts of files at once.                  
For this version, we consider the ease and quickness of development, as well as the lighter                
backend, to outweigh the drawbacks. 

Data flows 

The Cloud Native Security Solution architecture allows for supporting an array of different             
cloud storage providers. Because the application can not access any of them without the              
user’s authorization, the first step is to prompt the user to select which provider they want to                 
authorize the application to access. The application then redirects the browser to that             
provider’s OAuth 2.0 endpoint, requesting an access token with the capabilities it needs.             
User completes the OAuth flow on the provider’s web page, and the provider redirects the               
browser back to the application, with an access token included in the URL hash. 

Upon being loaded again, the application detects and extracts the access token from the              
URL hash. With this token it can now access that particular cloud storage on the user’s                
behalf, and proceeds to fetch a list of the files that exist in the storage. Then the application                  
downloads the content of those files, calculates an SHA-1 hash in the browser, and queries               
the F-Secure Security Cloud for the reputation of that file. If the reputation is unknown, the                
file is uploaded to F-Secure Security Cloud for further analysis. The response from F-Secure              
Security Cloud for each file is then displayed to the user in the application interface, and user                 
can choose to take actions on malicious files such as quarantine the file by changing the file                 
name and extension, or delete it. 

The application also enables near-real-time protection on new or changed files by sending a              
copy of the access token to the backend. Backend asks the provider to send change               
notifications for that user, and when it receives such notifications, it analyzes the files              
similarly to what frontend does, and automatically quarantines malicious files. 



 

 

Frontend design 
Internally, the most complex part of the Cloud Native Security Solution is a user interface               
built around the React UI rendering library. To make development and maintenance easier,             
we have created various easy-to-use modules that can be called from the UI code and each                
other. 

The Security Cloud module presents simple methods that take files or hashes in, and returns               
the analysis results. It handles internally things such as HTTP requests and Security Cloud              
Doorman authentication. 

The cloud storage module consists of two interfaces. The authorization interface represents            
available storage providers, and it can initiate the OAuth flow for selected storage provider,              
extract the access token returned from successful OAuth flow, and construct an instance of              
the access interface. The access interface, then, represents a storage provider user has             
already authenticated for. It provides simple methods that fetch a list of the user’s files, or                
content of a specific file, from the cloud storage servers. Files can also be deleted or                
renamed. The cloud storage interfaces are designed to be implementable for multiple            
different cloud storage providers. 



Finally, the analysis logic module wraps both security cloud and storage access behind a              
high-level interface, and is capable of keeping its state and continuing its work even when               
user switches to a different UI view. The UI then queries the state only when it wants to                  
display it. The UI can also tell analysis logic module to delete unsafe files or quarantine them                 
by changing file name and extension. 

 

 

Backend design 
Similarly to the frontend, the backend also consists of various modules. The Express server              
handles incoming HTTP requests from either frontend or storage providers, and calls the             
correct module. 

For each storage provider, we have simple wrappers that handles making HTTP requests to              
the provider’s REST APIs. The interfaces are similar, but not quite identical. We also have               



easy-to-use modules to interface with our Redis database and the security cloud services,             
the latter hiding significant complexity with authentication, and handles internally both file            
reputation checks and actual scans. 

Requests from frontend involve subscribing to notifications, checking subscription status,          
and unsubscribing. The subscription control modules handle these requests, possibly          
fetching extra info from corresponding provider before querying or modifying the database. 

Requests from storage providers are passed onto the notification handler modules for each             
provider. Notification handler module retrieves access token and other info from database,            
then uses the access token to list and fetch the changed files, and passes them to security                 
cloud module for analysis. Finally, it automatically quarantines unsafe files by changing the             
name and extension of the file at the storage provider. 

 

 

 


